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The beautiful Nautilus One, also known as Princess 54, is the perfect option for those wanting to explore the Indian 

Ocean aboard an extraordinary vessel built with the most luxurious and high-spec fittings and furnishings. 

 

Nautilus One offers two spacious cabins for guests, including Penhaligon’s amenities, and one twin bed cabin for the 

crew. The master guest room, located on the lower deck, has a king sized bed with a uniquely Nautilus circular en-

suite shower. The second guest master bedroom is at mid deck level and offers a queen size bed and a sharing 

bathroom in the saloon area. On the cockpit rooftop, there is a double sun lounging area with a hot-rock barbecue, 

sink and top loading cool box.  

 

Fully air-conditioned, Nautilus One features a saloon as sitting and entertainment area with facilities such as a coffee 

table, fridge, icemaker, television and AV system. The helm station and dinette are on slightly different level giving 

the interior dynamism. The kitchenette has a coffee machine, fridge, live cooking station and microwave and is on a 

slightly lower level from dinette.  

 

The Nautilus’ private owned yacht is available for guest transfers (upon request at a special rate) from Male Airport 

to the resort. The ride to The Nautilus via yacht will take about 3 hours. The guests’ House Master will be ready to 

greet and accompany the guests aboard. Amenities such as face towels, fresh juices, a fruit plate and sandwichs will 

be served as refreshments.  

 

Nautilus One is also used to transport our guests to wherever they please to enjoy The Nautilus’ free-spirited 

experiences. Up to ten guests can experience what Nautilus One has to offer if booked as for a private excursion or 

day trip. Nautilus One can be hired for a multitude of activities including a unique breakfast-on-board dining 

experience, a magnificent dolphin cruise, a private snorkelling and diving excursion and a sunset cruise inclusive of 

vintage champagne and canapes. Guests may charter the yacht privately for half or full day excursions too which 

includes a private sandbank picnic. Nautilus One is also available for an overnight stay too.  
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Any experiences booked on Nautilus One can of course be completely customised depending on our guest’s personal 

preferences. 

 

 

The Nautilus second yacht, a spectacular Princess 64, is named ‘Tranquility’. Tranquility is the ideal choice for 

Nautilus guests who are wanting to perhaps enjoy a sit-down gourmet experience whilst sailing the seas of the Baa 

atoll.  

 

Much like Nautilus One, Tranquility of course is also fitted with the most luxurious and high-spec fittings and 

furnishings.  

 

Offering three beautiful bedrooms for guests, including Penhaligon’s amenities. All three boudoirs are located on the 

lower deck ensuring ultimate privacy for those on board. Head to the top deck of Tranquility and you will find the 

open air rooftop. Offering an expansive seating area, Tranquility is the perfect vessel to escape for a few hours.   

 

Fully air-conditioned, Tranquility features an expansive relaxation area with the perfect amount of space to 

entertain. With facilities such as a coffee table, fridge, icemaker, television and AV system, Tranquility offers an 

interior that is suitable for all occasions.  

 

Tranquility is of course available for guest transfers (upon request) from Male’ international airport to the Nautilus. 

The journey takes approximately 3 hours. The guests’ House Master will be ready to greet and accompany the guests 

on board. Refreshing face towels, fresh juices, a fruit plate and sandwiches will be served as welcome amenities.  

 

Tranquility is most frequently rented by guests for excursions throughout their stay at The Nautilus.  Offering the 

perfect space for a free-spirited impromptu getaway from the island, Tranquility can be used for experiences such 

as a champagne breakfast, a private wine tasting experience with The Nautilus’ resident sommelier, or even a sunset 

dolphin cruise followed by private gourmet dinner. Guests may charter the yacht privately for half or full day 

excursions. Tranquility is also available for an overnight stay too.  

 

Any experiences booked on Tranquility can of course be completely customised depending on our guest’s personal 

preferences. 
 


